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                                Visit our newsroom and learn how we’re delivering trusted national security solutions at the pace of a technology disruptor.
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            ULA Delta IV Heavy Launches into History with Spectacular Final Mission
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            Adapting Land-Based Systems for Effective Low-Cost Engagement Solutions at Sea
      

        
              
          In the ever-evolving landscape of maritime defense, innovation is paramount to staying ahead of emerging threats. L3Harris has been at the forefront of this mission, continually pushing the boundaries to enhance naval capabilities. 
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          Press release

              
            L3Harris Announces Definitive Agreement to Sell Non-Core Assets to an Affiliate of Kanders & Company, Inc. for $200 Million
      

        
              
          L3Harris has signed a definitive agreement under which an affiliate of Kanders & Company, Inc. will acquire its antenna and related businesses for $200 million. 
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            Your Next Challenge Awaits
      

              
          We’ve engineered a culture where varied perspectives, pioneering ideas and work that makes a difference converge to accelerate your career. Step forward.
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              Editorial | 04. 10. 2024

                    
            Reliable Space Avionics: From Launch to Beyond
      

                    L3Harris’ family of launch avionics products provide quality, value and reliability to a variety of launch vehicles. Since 1953, L3Harris has designed, developed and manufactured avionic solutions, contributing to launch vehicle success for demanding space missions. Specifically designed and qualified for use on launch vehicles and spacecraft, this highly reliable electronic equipment improves performance and controls costs. Ever-changing and increasing complex mission requirements demand high-performance, technologically advanced and low-cost solutions backed by a history of highly reliable launches. The expanded avionics suite includes communications, range safety receivers, power distribution and control, data acquisition, flight computers and navigation. 
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            L3Harris Collaborates with Qatari Shipbuilder Performance Marine to bring Unmanned Surface Vessel Capabilities to the Region
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            Aerojet Rocketdyne Propulsion Solutions to Keep U.S. Adversaries Guessing
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            Total Solar Eclipse: A Time to Marvel at the Skies and Reflect on Decades of Discovery
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            Aerojet Rocketdyne Completes RS-25 Certification Testing for Artemis V and Beyond
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